
Class:  Cool Color Scheme 
 
Alysa is redecorating her room in cool colors.  Her 
grandmother bought her the blue, green, yellow, and 
white bedding in the picture.  Help her select the paint 
for her walls, floor, bed, and table in a monochromatic 
blue scheme.  (Bedding includes the quilt, comforter, 
sheets, pillow case, pillow shams, and throw pillows.) 
 
Rank the paint selections from best to worst.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Alysa’s Bedding (the graphic image is from http://www.thecompanystore.com/) 

http://www.thecompanystore.com/


Samples:  Visit a paint store to collect paint chips that reflect the descriptions below. 
 
Official Placement:  4-1-2-3 
Cuts:  1, 2, 4 
(Hormel scores, for online score calculations see:  
http://www.worldaccessnet.com/%7Enormans/hormel.html)   
 
#4 is the best color scheme.  The sample paint selection is cool, blue, and monochromatic.  
Monochromatic means one or single color.  The cool colors are violet (purple), blue-violet, blue, 
blue-green, green, and yellow-green. 
 
#1 is the next best color scheme.  The paint selection is cool and monochromatic but the color 
is yellow-green. 
 
#2 is the third best color scheme.  The paint selection is cool (blues and greens) but it is 
analogous not monochromatic blue.  Analogous is a term used to describe colors that are 
adjacent (next) to each other on the color wheel.          
 
#3 is the worst color scheme.  The paint selection is monochromatic but it is warm yellow, not 
cool blue.     

http://www.worldaccessnet.com/%7Enormans/hormel.html


Design Lines in Clothing 
 
How a clothing designer uses lines and color in clothing can make a model 
appear taller and thinner or shorter and heavier. 
 
Help Oriana choose an outfit that will make her look taller and thinner. 
 
Rank these outfits from best to worst. 
 
1.  Ankle length black jumper with slit, partial decorative belt at waist, 
striped knit top 
 
2.  White blouse with ¾ length sleeves, used as a cardigan that goes to the 
high hip, paired with a denim blue, ankle length skirt with decorative bands 
from waist to hem 
 
3.  Black, full-length dress with empire waist and gently shirred bodice 
 
4.   Gray, two piece outfit consisting of a fitted gray top that goes to the 
high hip over a full-length gray skirt that has a decorative black flowered 
band at hem 
 
Reasons:  Design Lines in Clothing 
 
Rank:  3 1 4 2      Cuts:  3 5 7 
(Hormel scores, for online score calculations see:  
http://www.worldaccessnet.com/%7Enormans/hormel.html)   
  
Design lines in clothing are covered in Clothing Capers, Lesson 4. 
 
3.  This is the most slimming choice for Oriana.  The dress is solid black.  
The dark color and the fact that the dress is long with very simple design 
details make it the best choice for Oriana.  The empire waist and the long 
length of the dress make the eye travel up higher than the partial chain belt 
at the waist of the jumper outfit and the tops of the other two outfits.   
 

http://www.worldaccessnet.com/%7Enormans/hormel.html


1.  This jumper outfit is not as good a choice as the solid black dress because 
there is a partial chain belt at the waist.  This causes the eye to stop and 
travel horizontally.  This will call attention to the waist and make it appear 
wider.  However, this is a more slimming choice than the gray outfit because 
the color of the jumper is black, the chain belt does not go all the way 
around the waist, and the slit is a more slimming feature than the decorative 
band at the hem of the gray skirt. 
 
4.  The gray skirt and top are more slimming than the white blouse and blue 
skirt with the decorative print bands.  The top may call attention to waist 
and make it look wider but overall the color and the fact that the only 
decorative band is at the feet, make it a more slimming choice than the 
white blouse and blue skirt. 
 
2.  This outfit is the worst.  It is the least slimming due to the light color of 
the top, the contrast between the color of the top and the skirt, and the 
fact that there are many horizontal lines that will make the body appear 
wider than it is. 
 



Looking Taller and Slimmer 
 
Madelyn is selecting dresses and outfits 
for her wardrobe that will make her look 
taller and slimmer.  Help her make a 
good choice.  Rank the dresses best to 
worse. 
 



You will need to look through magazines and ads to find 4 outfits for this scenario:   
 
Option 3 was solid color dress with princess seams and 
buttons down the center and mid-calf or longer in length.   
 
Option 1 was also solid in color with a hem just below the 
knee and an empire waist and long sleeves.   
 
Option 2 was had an empire waist with the bodice and skirt in 
two different colors and a chain of flowers accented at the 
waistline.  Length was similar to option 1.   
 
Option 4 was a short (just above the knee) empire waist dress 
with a horizontal plaid skirt and a ribbon accent at the waist.  
The bodice was white. 
 
 
Rationale:  Looking Taller and Slimmer 
 

Rank:  3 1 2 4 
Cuts:   2 3 7 
(Hormel scores, for online score calculations see:  
http://www.worldaccessnet.com/%7Enormans/hormel.html)   
 
 
Option 3 is the most slimming dress because of the solid color 
and the very strong vertical lines in the princess seams and the 
front button closure. 
 
Option 1 is the next most slimming option.  The solid color and the 
long length of the garment with the long sleeves cause the eye to 
move up and down.  The empire waist seam does break the line but 

http://www.worldaccessnet.com/%7Enormans/hormel.html


since it is high, the eye sees more length than if the seam cut the 
dress in half. 
 
Option 2 is very similar in style to option 1 but the color change 
and flower accents at the empire waist break the slimming line up 
some and would make a heavy torso look heavier at the chest. 
 
Option 4 is the least slimming dress.  The shorter length would 
make Madelyn look shorter.  Also, the change in fabric and color 
would further shorten the appearance of Madelyn and the plaid 
would cause her to look heavier.  Also, the ribbon at the empire 
waist would make a heavier torso appear larger. 



Using the Color Wheel to Choose Colors 
 
Kara is learning to use the color wheel to select fabric.  Her 4-H leader wants her to 
choose fabrics in primary colors for the quilt her club will be making.  Help her choose her 
fabrics for the quilt.  Rank her choices from best to worst. 
 
1.  yellow, red, green 
 
2.  yellow, blue, red 
 

3.  green, orange, violet (purple) 
 
4.  yellow, blue, red, orange

Note:  The display for this judging class included samples of fabrics and a color wheel.  
 
 
Rank:  2 4 1 3   Cuts:  1 3 11 
(Hormel scores, for online score calculations see:  
http://www.worldaccessnet.com/%7Enormans/hormel.html)   
 
 
References:  Washington State 4-H Clothing and Textiles Program Leader’s Guide, Fun 
with Clothes (for 5-8 year olds), Lesson 4, CHOICES, page 4 and Clothing Capers (for 9-11 
year olds), Lesson 4, CHOICES, page 4 
 
The color wheel provided in the display for reference is available in two sizes at JoAnn’s 
and other quilt and fabric stores.  It is called Pick, Point and Match® Color Selector.  It 
comes with an informative brochure.  Another color wheel available at Michaels Arts and 
Crafts Store (Kennewick, WA and other locations) and the Mill End Store (outlets in 
Beaverton and Milwaukie, OR), Pocket Color Wheel© (The Color Wheel Co.), comes with 
extensive information and definitions printed on the wheel. 
 
Reasons: 
 
2.  This is the best group of colors for Kara to choose.  There are only three primary 
colors on the color wheel, red blue, and yellow.  All of the other choices have either too 
many colors or the wrong colors. 
 
4.  This group is the next best choice because it has all the primary colors but she bought 
an extra fabric and it is orange.  Orange is a secondary color.  It is made by mixing the 
colors yellow and red. 
 
1.  This group would be Kara’s 3rd best choice.  It has two primary colors, yellow and red 
but it has a secondary color, green.  Green is made by mixing yellow and blue. 
 

http://www.worldaccessnet.com/%7Enormans/hormel.html


3.  This is the worst choice Kara can make.  It has no primary colors in it.  Green, orange, 
and violet (purple) are the three secondary colors on the color wheel.  Violet (purple) is 
made by mixing blue and red. 
 



Warm and Cool Colors 
 
Colors can be warm or cool.  Warm colors have yellow in them.  Cool colors 
have blue in them.  Some people look best in warm colors and others will look 
best in cool colors. 
 
Maddie’s 4-H group is learning about color.  They are doing the lesson “Cool 
Carl, Warm Wanda” on page 15 in the Workbook section for Fun with 
Clothes. 
 
Help Maddie choose colors for “Cool Carl.”  Which group of colors is best for 
Carl? 
 
Rank the groups of colors from best to worst (use paint chips or fabric 
swatches for the color selections described below and display a color wheel 
for reference if desired). 
 
1.  Blue, Orange, Yellow 
 
2.  Red-orange, Yellow, Yellow-green 
 
3.  Purple (violet), Blue-green, Blue 
 
4.  Yellow, Blue-violet, Blue-green 
 
 
Reasons:  Warm and Cool Colors 
 
Rank: 3 4 1 2    Cuts:  5 5 5  
(Hormel scores, for online score calculations see:  
http://www.worldaccessnet.com/%7Enormans/hormel.html)   
    
 
3.  This group is the best for “Cool Carl”.  All three colors are cool.   
 
4.  This group is the second best for “Cool Carl”.  Yellow is a warm color but 
the other two are cool. 

http://www.worldaccessnet.com/%7Enormans/hormel.html


 
1.  This group is the third best.  Yellow and orange are warm colors.  Only 
blue is cool. 
 
2.  This is the worst group for “Cool Carl”.  All three colors are warm. 
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